INTRODUCTION
============

In protein--protein interfaces, conserved residues have been widely studied and shown to correlate with hotspot residues ([@B1; @B2; @B3; @B4; @B5]). A hotspot is a residue whose mutation to alanine leads to a drop of over 2 kcal/mol in the binding free energy ([@B6]). Conserved residues are tightly packed and form clusters dubbed 'hot regions'. Due to the tight packing, it was proposed that within hot regions residues contribute to the stability of the complex cooperatively; in contrast, between hot regions, the contributions of hotspot residues are independent, i.e. additive ([@B1],[@B7]). The relationship between conservation, structural hotspots and protein function has also been established in protein interactions with other types of molecules ([@B8],[@B9]).

Over the last few years, protein--DNA interactions have received considerable attention. Recent studies include development of physical models from high-throughput data ([@B10]), prediction of p53 affinity for DNA elements ([@B11]), mutual information on the protein and DNA ([@B12]), prediction of DNA-binding proteins (DBPs) and their binding sites or specificity from sequence and structure ([@B13; @B14; @B15; @B16; @B17]) and genome-wide predictions of transcription factor binding affinities ([@B18]). Position-specific scoring matrices (PSSM) have identified DNA-contacting residues with reasonable success ([@B14],[@B19]). However, (i) they ignore cooperativity between structurally close residues; and (ii) focus on the prediction of contacting residues irrespective of their contribution to the stability.

Earlier studies ([@B20; @B21; @B22; @B23]) analyzed additivity of protein--DNA interactions from the nucleic acid perspective. Conservation analysis has also focused on DNA-bases and base pairs rather than amino acids (e.g. [@B24]). In some cases, studies were extended to take into account small set of proteins such as a single family of DBPs (e.g. [@B25],[@B26]). Most studies concluded that the interactions are not additive. However, to the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive analysis of conserved residues in DBPs, and their relationship to stability and clustering has not been carried out. Such an analysis would assist in understanding residue couplings in protein--DNA interaction and in predictions from the sequence and structure of proteins, not only the functional residues but also the contributions of residue interactions.

In this work, we analyze the stability, structural properties and clustering patterns of residues in DBPs. Since alanine-scanning data are unavailable for protein--DNA interfaces, we compile a list of mutations in protein--DNA complexes for which experimental free-energy changes are available in the thermodynamic data of protein--DNA interactions (ProNIT) ([@B27]). Due to the analogy between the most destabilizing mutations and hotspots in protein--protein interfaces, we dub the residues whose mutations led to the highest change in stability 'putative hotspot residues'. We observe a dependence of the free energy on both the conserved residues and the number of conserved neighbors of residues with the highest change in stability, indicating a larger contribution of conserved residues to the stability of a complex.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Data sets
---------

### Stability data (smddg)

Single mutation free-energy data were extracted from our thermodynamic data of nucleic acid interactions, ProNIT ([@B27]). This is a regularly updated database of experimentally known observations of free-energy values of binding between DNA and wild type and mutant proteins. Only single amino-acid mutations, with full structural and thermodynamic information have been considered in the current work. The final data consist of 511 entries. These data are called the *smddg* data and are provided in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1). The calculated conservation scores and the number of conserved neighbors for each of the 511 entries calculated at different conservation score (Co) cutoff values are also included in the same file. The free-energy change upon mutation has been calculated as A higher value of ΔΔ*G* for a given mutation indicates larger destabilization by the mutation. Residue identity and any possible mutations in the corresponding DNA sequence have not been considered due to small data size.

### Protein--DNA complex data (PDNA140)

A complete list of protein--DNA complexes, with resolution better than 2.5 Å, solved by X-ray diffraction was downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) ([@B28]) (the August 2007 release). The list consists of 1178 protein chains. These chains are made up of 208 clusters (at 25% sequence ID), obtained by BLASTCLUST ([@B29]). The chain with the highest number of DNA contacts was selected from each one. Complexes with less than 10 bases or with breaks and structure anomalies were removed. Sequences with \<10 homologs in the NCBI NR data (required for obtaining conservation) were also removed from the list. These conditions of quality and redundancy were satisfied by 140 chains and were used here. The list of selected proteins is provided in [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1).

Structural classification of proteins
-------------------------------------

The classification of DBPs is as reported by Luscombe *et al.* ([@B30]). This classification divides the DBPs into eight groups, namely, Group I (helix-turn-helix(HTH)), Group II (zinc-coordinating), Group III (Zipper type), Group IV (other α-helical), Group V (β-sheet), Group VI (β-hairpin/ribbon), Group VII (enzymes) and Group VIII (histone/histone-like) proteins. A ninth group for unclassified proteins is also used. All 140 protein chains (PDNA140) were manually assigned to these groups based on their structural characteristics or previously available assignments.

Multiple alignments
-------------------

Multiple alignments with similar sequences were obtained by carrying out a Basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) search of the NCBI NR database, choosing a maximum of 50 aligned sequences for the multiple alignments ([@B29]). Multiple alignments were obtained using *clustalw* ([@B31]) with default parameters and Gonnet substitution matrix ([@B32]).

Conservation scores
-------------------

The SCORECONS web server was used to convert multiple alignment outputs into conservation scores ([@B33]). According to this method, conservation scores for individual residues may be obtained using normalized substitution matrices and multiple alignments of a set of sequences.

Clustering procedure
--------------------

A C program was written to obtain the number of conserved neighbors and identify unique clusters of conserved residues. First, the geometric center of all residues was calculated. Conservation scores and other computed properties (e.g. Accessible Surface Area (ASA), DNA contacts) were also read from the corresponding files. Using simple distance calculations, the number of conserved neighbors for each residue was calculated. To obtain the unique clusters of conserved residues, first each conserved residue was selected as a cluster seed. Then clusters were allowed to evolve by systematically calculating the distance between new residues with all the current members of the (evolving) cluster. If the geometric center of the new residue was in contact (6 Å) with any other member of that cluster, this residue was assigned to the cluster. This leads to a number of overlapping clusters, totaling the number of conserved residues (one cluster for each seed residue). The unique set of clusters obtained from different seeds were compared and if two clusters had any common members, the smaller cluster is discarded or if the two clusters are identical, only one is retained. This lead to a nonoverlapping unique set of clusters. Five iterations ensured cluster convergence.

Computation of packing density
------------------------------

The definition of packing density is as described earlier ([@B1]): packing density is calculated as the number of residues whose C~α~ position falls within a sphere of 6 Å radius from the C~α~ position of a target residue. In the packing density definition for DNA nucleotides, the C~α~ position is replaced by a backbone phosphate. Definitions based on the residue\'s geometrical center were also tested, giving similar statistics and hence the corresponding results are not included in the article.

Computation of solvent accessibility
------------------------------------

ASA was calculated using the Dictionary of secondary structures of proteins (DSSP) program ([@B34]) and normalized as in our previous works on solvent accessibility prediction ([@B35]).

Computation of DNA contacts
---------------------------

A residue was defined to be in contact with the DNA if any of its atoms fell within a cutoff distance from any DNA atom. The cutoff distance is 3.5 Å, as in our previous works on the prediction of DNA-binding sites ([@B36]). A recent study shows that this distance for any-to-any atom contact gives the best prediction performance in machine learning methods ([@B37]). A cluster was said to be in contact with DNA if any of its member residues has a DNA contact.

Statistical significance
------------------------

In many cases, the difference between the means of the data sets does not provide sufficient information about its statistical significance due to the large standard deviations. In most of these cases a two-tailed Student\'s *t*-test for determining statistical significance of the difference between means can ascertain the statistical validity. These tests are carried out in the open source programming environment of *octave* using their *t_test_2* function (<http://www.gnu.org/software/octave>).

Linear predictor optimization
-----------------------------

A unique cluster of conserved residues is defined as an interface cluster if any atom of any residue in that cluster falls within a 3.5 Å distance from any atom of the DNA. All other clusters are labeled as noninterface or nonbinding. A linear predictor tries to predict if a cluster is in the interface (binding) or nonbinding. The relative amino acid composition of a cluster is reduced to four dimensions by grouping residues into four categories, namely, hydrophobic (Ala, Cys, Phe, Ile, Leu, Met, Pro, Val and Trp), hydrophilic (Gly, His, Asn, Gln, Ser, Thr and Tyr), negatively charged (Asp and Glu) and positively charged (Arg and Lys). A linear relationship is then defined as follows:

 State of the *i*-th Cluster = binding if χ~i~ \> λ~o~

            nonbinding otherwise.

where, *ρ* is the relative frequency of occurrence of the corresponding residue type within a cluster, phil stands for hydrophilic, pho for hydrophobic, neg for negatively charged or acidic residues and pos for positively charged or basic residues (the sum of the four *ρ*-values for each cluster is 1). *λ*\'s are the coefficients, obtained by optimizing the prediction. Optimization is performed with cross-validation to estimate predictability and by a simple self-consistency model fitting to obtain the most suitable parameters. In the cross-validation scheme, the entire set of clusters was divided into 10 parts and in each training step nine parts are combined to train the model and the 10th left-out part is used to assess the prediction performance. After 10 cycles of training and testing, the average prediction scores were computed. Measuring prediction performance on the left-out test data ensures that the scores are not exaggerated for the data under consideration, but would be useful for new clusters, not used in training. For the self-consistency set, trained parameters were determined as: *λ*~pho~ = 0.096, *λ*~phil~ = 0.951, *λ*~neg~ = −0.073 *λ*~pos~ = 10.741, *λ*~o~ = 0.55. Due to the small number of independent parameters, no over-training was observed.

Definitions
-----------

*Conserved region*: A set of all residues in a protein which satisfy the condition that their conservation score *C* ≥ *C*~0~. *C*~0~ is the threshold at which residues are labeled as conserved. A default value for *C*~0~ is fixed at 0.8.

*Number of conserved neighbors*: The number of conserved residues whose geometric center lies within a cutoff distance (6 Å) of the geometric center of the target residue. The number includes the target residue and therefore has a minimum value of one for residues with no conserved neighbors.

*Clustered-conserved regions/residues*: A subset of conserved residues with at least one conserved neighbor.

*Conserved residue singlet*: Conserved residues with no neighboring conserved residue.

*Unique clusters of conserved residues*: A cluster of contiguous conserved residues such that no pair in the cluster in a protein has any common residue members with it and all residues in the cluster are conserved. Assignment of residues to such cluster follows clustering criteria.

*Putative hotspot residues*: Assignment is based on experimental data of free-energy changes. Residues in the *smddg* database are ranked by the free-energy change on mutations in these positions (most destabilizing mutations ranked higher). The *N*-highest ranking mutant positions are termed *putative hotspots*.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Conserved residues in protein--DNA complexes
--------------------------------------------

We first analyze the distribution of conserved residues in 140 protein--DNA complexes, selected as described in Materials and methods section.

### Overall occurrence

Conserved residues may occur as singlets (one conserved residue) or associated with other conserved residues. In [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}a, the number of residues occurring as singlets or with conserved neighbors is plotted. These values are calculated for each protein separately and error bars show their variations amongst all proteins. For most residues, the number of conserved neighbors ranges between one and seven; very few residues have more than seven conserved neighbors. Most conserved residues (\>10 per protein) have three conserved neighbors, and only a small number (about five residues per protein) occur as singlets. Overall, there are 659 singlet and 5552 clustered-conserved residues. Thus, clustered-conserved residues are about 8.4 times as abundant as conserved residue singlets. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}b and c compare the observed clustering with a random distribution, obtained by reassigning the conservation scores in the sequence and re-clustering them in the same way. Both figures show that DBPs have substantially fewer singlets and larger unique clusters in these proteins are far more frequent than in a randomly generated distribution. This indicates that conserved residues are not scattered in the protein structures but form (tight) clusters (see subsection on packing density). [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1) gives additional statistics, showing that the occurrence of conserved residues in clusters versus singlets is not peculiar to some proteins; rather it is a general property of almost all proteins. Figure 1.(**A**) The number of conserved residues as a function of the number of its conserved neighbors. As an example, the first point on the graph indicates that there are about five residues per protein in the data set, which have no other conserved residue in their structural neighborhood. The values are computed for each protein and the standard deviations are plotted in vertical error bars. The *x*-axis shows whether a conserved residue occurs as a singlet (first point) or a cluster with conserved neighbors. NCN is the number of conserved neighbors. (**B**) NCNs of a residue expected by chance. Random distribution was constructed by reassigning conservation scores randomly along the sequence. (**C**) Histogram of cluster size in unique clusters of conserved residues in observed protein--DNA complexes, compared to randomly distributed conservation scores.

### Distribution on the surface

We analyzed the distribution of conserved residues, and conserved residue clusters on the surface in different solvent accessibility (ASA) ranges. Detailed results are provided in [Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1). Conserved residues and conserved-clustered residues occur more frequently in the lower ranges of the ASA, with a ∼10% difference in the relative abundance of these two types of residues compared with that of the entire database. The difference between these frequencies falls sharply and in higher ASA ranges the distributions are very similar. The higher percentage of both residue categories in buried regions could reflect structural constraints. In summary, conserved residues are found to be buried in DBPs, and more interestingly, they are surrounded by other conserved residues forming tight residue interaction networks.

### Distribution in secondary structures

No statistically significant difference between helical, strand and coil distributions was observed.

### Packing density

The packing density histogram of the conserved and clustered residues (with the number of conserved neighbors \>1) in the protein--DNA interface is shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. A similar histogram is also obtained for noninterface residues (data not shown). Statistical analysis indicates that the packing density average for interface residues is 5.4 compared to 6.1 in conserved clusters. Conducting a *t*-test on packing density data for all residues, the *P*-value was found to be 1.6 × 10^−7^, confirming the statistical significance of the difference. A higher packing density in the conserved clusters compared to the rest of the protein supports cooperativity between clustered residues. Figure 2.Interface residue packing density histogram. Conserved-clustered residues are more tightly packed than rest of the residues in the protein.

Conservation score and ΔΔ*G*
----------------------------

Above, we analyzed the overall occurrence of conserved residues in DBPs. We now focus on the functional role of these residues at the DNA interface. We analyze the thermodynamic data of free-energy changes of single residue mutations in DBPs. We examine whether the most destabilizing mutations occur at positions with higher conservation scores and greater number of conserved neighbors; and vice versa i.e. whether the residues with high conservation scores and with more conserved neighbors contribute more to the stability of complexes. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} gives the statistics of conservation scores and the number of conserved neighbors for the putative hotspot residues, the mean and the standard deviation of the free-energy change upon mutating the given position. These hotspots are the residues with the highest loss of stability upon mutations, ranked by the single mutation free-energy change data (*smddg* database, see Materials and methods section). We choose the 10--50 top ranking residues (2--10% of the *smddg* data). We observe a clear difference between the conservation and the number of conserved neighbors as compared to putative nonhotspots (e.g. for 10 top-ranked residues, average conservation for putative hotspot is 0.78; for putative nonhotspots 0.68; the number of conserved neighbors for the putative hotspots is 3.2; for nonhotspots 2.2). The difference between the scores diminishes as we use a more permissive definition for the putative hotspots. The statistical significance of these differences has been assessed using a *t*-test. For the 10 top positions, there are very few data and a statistical test may not be able to capture the significance and for larger *N*, the difference between the control and target becomes less obvious. Therefore the best *P*-values are obtained for 20 and 30 top-ranked mutations. Among the top-20 ranked mutations, the mutations studied are in wide range of proteins such as Endonuclease (PDB code 1azo), Gene activator protein (1run), Operon repressor (1lbg), EBNA nuclear protein (1b3t), ARC repressor operator (1par), Purine repressor (1bdh) and lambda CRO operator (4cro), indicating that the data consist of a fairly representative set of proteins. Table 1.The relationship between conservation scores (*C*) and the number of conserved neighbors (NCN) of the most destabilizing mutant positions in the ΔΔ*G* data*N*Data\<ΔΔ*G*\>σ(ΔΔ*G*)\<*C*\>σ (*C*)\<NCN\>σ (NCN)*P*-value (*C*)*P*-value (NCN)10Target4.8371.0000.7790.1543.2002.0440.1540.138Control−0.0571.3690.6790.2202.2362.03420Target3.8411.2590.7680.1543.2502.2210.0720.027Control−0.1321.2730.6780.2212.2222.03230Target3.3111.2740.7690.1462.8672.1130.0220.086Control−0.1861.2300.6750.2212.2102.02740Target2.9741.2480.7300.1642.4501.9870.1370.510Control−0.2341.1970.6760.2232.2292.04050Target2.7351.2130.7410.1602.5402.0020.0440.304Control−0.2801.1680.6750.2242.2282.046[^1]

We examine the reverse argument, namely is there a difference between the stability changes caused by *all* mutations (not just the most destabilizing mutations) in positions occupied by (i) nonconserved residues; (ii) all conserved residues; and (iii) conserved residues surrounded by other conserved residues (clustered-conserved regions). [Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1) provides the details of the statistically significant differences in ΔΔ*G* for mutations in conserved regions and clustered-conserved regions at different cutoffs. We observe that at conservation scores above 0.8, most *P*-values are \<0.01 and the main results at this conservation score cutoff are presented in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. A better estimate of the role for conserved residues and conserved-clustered regions could be made if we were to group mutations by residue identities and exclude the difference in the DNA sequence (nucleotide) to which they bind. However, available free-energy data are currently insufficient for such a study. Based on the overall statistics the average ΔΔ*G* for mutations in conserved positions is 0.26 kcal/mol compared with --0.13 kcal/mol for nonconserved positions (conservation score cutoff 0.8). Within the overall set of conserved residue positions, those with at least one more conserved neighbor (clustered residues) have a much higher ΔΔ*G* (0.42 kcal/mol) compared with the background set of all conserved residues. This suggests that cooperativity plays a greater role in the most stabilizing residues compared to the conservation, which exists and thus is likely to play a role even at relatively less stabilizing positions. Table 2.Difference between average ΔΔ*G* for mutations at nonconserved, conserved singlets and conserved-clustered positions and its statistical significanceAverage ΔΔ*G* (kcal/mol)Nonconserved (NC)−0.131 (345)All conserved (AC)0.264 (167)Conserved singlets (CS)−1.035 (18)Conserved clustered (CC)0.421 (149)*P*-value of difference between means*P* (NC,AC)0.00459*P* (NC,CS)0.01009*P* (NC,CC)0.00012*P* (CS,CC)9.0E−05[^2]

Cooperativity
-------------

The statistics of the distribution of conserved residues and their contributions to the stability of protein--DNA complexes as obtained from experimental binding data of mutations and the packing density suggest that the interaction between the protein and DNA is cooperative. The thermodynamic data indicate that conserved-clustered residues contribute more to stability as compared to conserved singlets; and that the packing density of clustered residues in the interface is significantly higher than other residues, similar to protein--protein interaction hotspots ([@B1]). A more direct indication of cooperativity would involve an analysis of a diverse set of experiments showing that the sum of the binding free-energy changes caused by multiple single mutations differs from the total free-energy change caused by *simultaneous* multiple mutations; that is, the cooperativity *K* between residues 1 and 2 is nonzero if For such an analysis, the experiments on the simultaneous mutations ΔΔ*G*([@B1], [@B2]) and individual mutation ΔΔ*G*([@B1]) and ΔΔ*G*([@B2]) must be performed under the same conditions (e.g. temperature, pH, buffer, ionic concentrations) and the DNA to which binding is studied should be identical. A search of the ProNIT database resulted in only 16 such pairs of mutations \[data in [Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1)(b)\]). Unfortunately, out of these 16, 12 did not occur in the same cluster. For the remaining four we observe that the cooperativity scores in two of them (1.03 and 0.90 kcal/mol) are almost five times that of an average in control data (−0.22 kcal/mol), whereas only one of them has a slightly smaller *K*-score.

We also look at thermodynamic data of more than one (individual) mutation in the same protein, which cause ΔΔ*G* changes \>2 kcal/mol, similar to hotspots in protein--protein interactions. Data relating to five proteins fell in this category ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The summary in the last row of this table shows that eight out of such 12 mutations are coclustered. Two of those not coclustered are borderline cases in the 0.8 conservation score cutoff. Overall, unfortunately current direct experimental data are limited; thus although it points toward cooperativity, the statistics is too small. Table 3.Multiple experimental hot spots in the same proteinPDB CodeMutations \[ΔΔ*G* kcal/mol\]CCR positions1lmbQ44S/Q44Y (av = 3.7); Q33S (4.5); A49V (4.6)Q44; Q33;1aayR18A (2.7); R24A (3.5)R18; R241b3tY518A (2.6); R522A (4.4); R469A (3.4)Y518; R5221runD138A/D138V/D138L/D138T (av = 4.1); T127L (2.8)D138 (T127 at C = 0.6 cutoff)1mseK128M (2.4); V103L (2.2)K128 (V103 at C = 0.8 cutoff)**8 of 12 at cutoff *C* = 0.8;Summary9 of 12 at cutoff *C* = 0.7;10 of 12 at cutoff *C* = 0.6**[^3]

The observation of a role for conserved residues and clustered-conserved residues in stability, leads us to the analysis of conserved residues, their occurrence in the DNA interface and clustering patterns in protein--DNA complexes.

Conserved residues, conserved-clustered residues and DNA-binding residues
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine if the conserved residues or conserved-clustered residues are enriched in the interface, we calculate the fraction of interface residues in each category (binding ratio; or the number of DNA-binding residues in a given category with respect to the total number of residues in that category). The statistics for each of the 20 amino acid types have been analyzed for nonconserved residues, conserved residue singlets and clustered-conserved residues ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1)). The *P*-value results for all category pair combinations are shown in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. The results suggest that (i) the ratio of interface residues for singlets is small; it is significantly higher for clustered-conserved regions (Met is an exception). This highlights the significance of clusters of conserved residues in DNA recognition; (ii) almost all Arg and ∼80% of Lys among the conserved-clustered residues are in contact with DNA, considerably more than in nonconserved regions or singlets (∼40% and ∼20%); (iii) some residues, especially those with acidic side chains (Asp and Glu) only occur significantly in conserved clusters probably due to electrostatic repulsion with the DNA; (iv) for some hydrophobic residues there is almost no difference in binding ratio in the three regions. Ala, Cys, Leu, Met, Pro and Val are prominent amongst them. Phe and Trp are exceptions, as nearly 20% of these residues occur in the interface in conserved-clustered regions, compared to near absence as singlets or as nonconserved. Tyr is also enriched in clustered regions. The occurrence of Phe, Tyr and Trp in protein--protein interaction hotspots has been described earlier ([@B1]) and these results similarly show that these residues also prefer to be conserved in clusters in the DNA-binding interface. Their aromatic nature should play critical roles in DNA binding. Table 4.Statistical significance tests between the fractional numbers of DNA-binding residues of each type in the three defined regionsResidueNo. NCR (% binding)No. CRS (% binding)No. CCR (% binding)*P*-value (NCR/CRS)*P*-value (NCR/CCR)*P*-value (CRS/CCR)Ala1771 (4.8)36 (3.4)385 (4.4)0.6410.8100.780Cys285 (2.0)6 (0.0)114 (0.0)0.4770.070--Asp1130 (5.4)32 (0.0)253 (15.8)0.3260.0230.026Glu1777 (4.1)33 (0.0)318 (13.1)0.0600.0010.018Phe810 (6.4)34 (0.0)283 (15.7)0.0950.0720.120Gly1122 (15.7)82 (5.8)458 (25.8)0.0460.0440.001His548 (20.0)16 (8.3)160 (35.5)0.3230.0480.098Ile1293 (8.1)14 (0.0)267 (11.0)0.2320.4690.293Lys1683 (27.1)39 (17.6)372 (74.9)0.2993.1E−060.031Leu2120 (2.2)86 (0.0)614 (3.5)0.0060.2000.014Met475 (8.5)4 (0.0)64 (4.2)0.6690.5080.706Asn908 (25.5)10 (0.0)187 (51.7)0.2710.0170.165Pro940 (7.0)65 (4.3)282 (9.9)0.3970.4020.246Gln1032 (16.8)12 (0.0)163 (28.3)0.2420.0730.132Arg1484 (45.5)81 (12.5)490 (100)0.0025.8E−064.6E−05Ser1334 (19.2)12 (0.0)203 (48.1)0.0360.0020.096Thr1098 (17.9)11 (0.0)268 (30.0)0.1280.0700.238Val1413 (3.8)31 (4.5)317 (11.4)0.8410.0160.330Trp298 (15.9)18 (0.0)97 (24.7)0.0920.2620.043Tyr655 (16.3)37 (0.0)257 (32.8)0.0240.0440.022[^4]

Solvent-accessible residues and binding
---------------------------------------

We analyze the occurrence of conserved-clustered residues in the interface (all DNA-contacting residues) with respect to their solvent accessibilities. Data are too sparse for residue-wise comparison. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of residues (singlets, nonconserved and conserved-clustered) in different accessibility ranges. As noted above (Data sets section) the total number of residues falls sharply with the ASA (complete statistics in [Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1)). However, interface residues become more abundant within the clustered and conserved categories at higher accessibility. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the averages of raw values computed for each protein. Additional details, including *P*-values of *t*-tests are given in [Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1). The results show that the binding ratio (number of DNA-binding to overall residues within a category) of conserved-clustered regions is clearly higher than that of the nonconserved ones or singlets and the difference is even higher in more exposed regions. This observation leads us to conclude that (i) a highly exposed conserved-clustered residue is likely to be in the interface (nearly 90% of such residues with ASA \> 20% are in the interface); and (ii) for singlets and nonconserved residues only a small number (about 35% and 15% of the most exposed, respectively) are in the interface, whereas most others are not in contact with the DNA despite being on the surface. Figure 3.The relative frequency of DNA-binding residues in three identified regions: nonconserved residues; conserved residue singlets with conservation score at least 0.8 and no conserved neighbors; and clustered-conserved regions with conservation score at least 0.8 and at least one conserved neighbor, in different ranges of ASA.

Properties and distribution of clustered-conserved regions
----------------------------------------------------------

We analyze the intra-cluster organization since [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1) do not provide the details of the interaction and network of the conserved residues. We aim to understand how the conserved clusters are found in DBPs. We thus proceed to identify unique sets of clustered-conserved regions (see Materials and methods section), and carry out a systematic analysis of features of these sets at different cutoffs of clustering distance and conservation scores. While the number of clusters and their sizes vary, the overall trend remains unchanged within the tested parameter range (data not shown). Since the statistically most significant values were obtained with 0.8 conservation score cutoff and 6.0 Å clustering distance, these values were retained for further analysis.

[Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1) gives a complete list of unique clusters in each structure class and includes the information about DNA contacts. Here, we discuss salient features. Overall two groups stand out: enzymes have the highest number of clusters (∼5.1 conserved clusters per protein with 267 clusters in 52 proteins) and the Histone-like group, with the fewest (∼1.6 per protein i.e. 13 clusters in eight proteins). In other groups, the ratio is more or less consistent (∼3 clusters per protein). Specifically, the HTH group has 91 clusters in 31 proteins, the zinc-coordinating group has 40 in 12, the Zippers group has 12 in six, the β-sheet group has five in two, and the β-hairpins group has 28 in seven. There are only 11 proteins in which no clustered-conserved regions are observed probably due to the high conservation score cutoff that we used (the multiple alignment contained relatively distant sequences with low conservation scores). There are 129 proteins with at least one clustered region. Among these, only six proteins (PDB codes: 1oe5A, 1oupA, 1r7mB, 1rxwA, 1zetA and 1jeyA; entry numbers 84, 86, 90, 91, 92 and 140 in [Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1)) do not have any clusters in contact with the DNA (but they do have conserved clusters elsewhere in the structure). Interestingly, all but one of these proteins were classified as DNA-binding enzymes. Enzymes with the highest number of clusters per protein are characterized by a large number of small unique clustered regions (sometimes in addition to a large interface cluster), many of which are not on the interface. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}a shows a typical example of a DNA-binding enzyme (PDB code 1qaiB, reverse transcriptase). This protein has five unique clusters located in different regions of the protein, only one of which is in the interface. The interface cluster of this protein like many other cases is also the largest. Another enzyme, the TAQ MUTS protein (PDB code 1ewqA) has several unique clusters, mostly small but two large clusters are centered on Leu260 (81 residues) and Gln19 (16 residues), as shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}b. One is in the DNA interface and the other in contact with its dimerization partner forming a protein--protein interface. Probably, other smaller clusters stabilize the enzyme scaffold. Figure 4.Clustering patterns of conserved residues (**A**) a typical enzyme (PDB code 1qai, chain B, reverse transcriptase). Several small clusters of conserved residues are observed in most enzymes. (**B**) Another DNA-binding enzyme TAQ MUTS protein (PDB code 1ewqA). One large cluster of conserved residues is observed in the oligomerization domain forming a protein--protein interface. Several other small clusters occur in recognition domain and scaffold. (**C**) Nucleosome core particle (PDB code 1eqzG) protein is a typical example of histone-like proteins with highly conserved residues throughout their structure. Usually a single large cluster is observed as most residues are conserved. (**D**) Phosphate region transcription regulatory protein (PDB code: 1gxp chain B) is a typical HTH protein with a few small clusters, usually one in the recognition helix, one in linker region and the other in the stabilizing helix. (**E**) A typical zinc-coordinating protein Tandem zinc finger (Zif 268; PDB code 1p47A). Small clusters of two Cys residues (shown in blue)---sometimes accompanied by other residue---form small clusters of conserved residues away from DNA interface and coordinate zinc ions (shown in red). A large cluster is observed in the interface in contact with DNA major groove. Sometimes, this cluster extends to include conserved His residues from the C2H2 motif.

As noted above, DBPs belonging to histone-like structures (Group V) proteins (see [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1)) have the fewest and largest clusters. If we take the largest cluster from each protein of this group, the smallest has 30 residues, which is much larger than the typical cluster sizes in the entire data set. The largest of all histone clusters is composed of 113 residues (in the nucleosome core particle, PDB code: 1eqz, chain G; total protein chain length: 136), which is rather exceptional amongst the clusters being analyzed. This example is shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}c. As can be seen, almost the entire chain of a histone molecule is conserved, apparently a requirement to bind DNA and other structural proteins both of which make numerous contacts with other histone protein chains in the complex.

Although, not as striking as the above two DBP classes some interesting features are also observed in other groups. For example, in the widely studied HTH group of proteins, we observed 91 clusters in 31 proteins; 52 of these are on the interface. The remaining 39 clusters are typically much smaller in size and have no contacts with DNA. In some cases (e.g. Paired box protein, PDB code 1k78I), there is just one cluster occurring on the recognition helix (in the interface). The occurrence of small clusters outside the interface is observed in many proteins. One such example, is the phosphate region transcription regulatory protein (PDB code: 1gxpB) shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}d. As observed in this example and in many other HTH proteins there is a relatively larger cluster in the recognition domain and one or more smaller clusters occur in the stabilizing helix and sometimes in the linker regions. Two clusters on the same helical segment are a rare occurrence, suggesting that the recognition is more localized in these proteins.

In the zinc-coordinating group of proteins (Group II, data entry 32--43), the most interesting observation is the occurrence of small unique clustered regions consisting of two or more Cys residues, sometimes accompanied by one or two Arg residues, in almost all members of this family. In a few cases, this zinc-binding cluster is larger. These clusters are typically not in the interface with DNA, and there is often another (larger) cluster in the interface. There are additional small clusters, which have essentially the same properties as that in HTH proteins and are not strikingly peculiar to the zinc-coordinating group of proteins. A typical example of a Tandem zinc finger (Zif 268; PDB code 1p47A) is shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}e. This protein has five conserved clusters, three of which (shown in blue) consist of a pair of Cys residues (sometimes accompanied by a few more residues) coordinated to a zinc ion (shown in red). A large cluster (shown in green) runs through the DNA interface of the complex and links to one of the zinc ions via a His residue. This arrangement of two Cys and their corresponding His residues (part of a C2H2 motif, typical of zinc coordination) lying on the other DNA-interface cluster, is quite common in this group of proteins, although in two cases (PDB codes 2a66A and 1ga5E), the C2 and H2 regions lie on the same clusters, as the residues on the opposing sides of zinc ion come in contact through their side chains merging the two clusters.

In the unique clustered regions of Zipper Group III and other alpha helical (Group IV) DBPs, one (typically the largest) or more clusters are in the interface, whereas a few small clusters occur in other regions, presumably to provide structural stability.

There are only two β-sheet (Group IV) DBPs (PDB codes 1qn7B and 1rm1C, data entry numbers 57 and 58) each with two interface clusters. Although, these proteins interact with the DNA minor groove, no special features could be extracted due to a small number of members in that family. Similarly, the β-hairpin proteins group members also do not show any special features.

Prediction of interface clusters
--------------------------------

About 50% of the unique conserved-clustered regions are in the interface with the DNA, whereas most others are either in the protein--protein interface or have other structural roles, such as zinc-coordination or fold stabilization. It is useful to identify DNA-interface clusters from their simple properties as it could assist in predicting the most significant DNA-binding sites. Since DNA contacting and other clusters have different functions, we compared their hydrophobic, hydrophilic and charge type composition, calculated the statistical significance of the differences, trained a linear predictor on the data set and tested their predictability using 10-fold cross-validation (see Materials and methods section). [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results. As expected, DNA-interface clusters have a higher content of positive charges. Hydrophobic and negatively charged residues in interface clusters are significantly lower, occurring more frequently in protein--protein or in intrachain contacts. Based on the four composition parameters, we predicted 86% of the interface clusters from their composition with 68% specificity. As expected, a cluster with positively charged residues and with a higher value of *χ*-score \[see Equation ([@B2])\] is more likely to be in the interface. Only 22% of the clusters are misclassified by a simple count of their four types of residues. Table 5.The number of interface and noninterface clusters falling in the specified hydrophobic, hydrophilic, negatively charged and positively charged residues composition rangesNumber of clusters (%)Composition (%)HydrophobicHydrophilicNegatively chargedPositively chargedBindNBBindNBBindNBBindNB0--1019.712.317.752.567.964.928.971.710--203.60.714.15.120.98.028.96.120--306.44.323.78.34.05.113.34.730--4015.77.617.38.74.45.411.26.540--5026.532.616.522.52.814.113.710.1\>5028.142.410.82.90.02.54.00.7*P*-value1.17E−132.5E−085.96E−046.01E−13[^5]

Comparison with protein--protein interfaces
-------------------------------------------

We compared the hotspot cluster organization in protein--protein versus protein--DNA interfaces. Previously, we found that computational hotspots are not homogeneously distributed in protein--protein interfaces, but form tightly packed cooperative clusters. Here, we similarly observe that conserved residues are tightly packed in clusters of varying sizes. Interestingly, despite the difference in the overall character of the interfaces, when the types of amino acids in the clusters of both interface types are compared, we notice that some of the same type of residues namely, Trp, Phe and Tyr are abundant in both sets. However, the high occurrence of positively charged residues Arg and Lys in conserved clusters of DBPs distinguishes them from protein--protein interface clusters.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Here, we investigate a potential relationship among free energy, sequence conservation and structural cooperativity of conserved residues in protein--DNA recognition. We analyzed a dataset of 3D structures of protein--DNA complexes using experimental thermodynamic data of mutations, and identified putative residue hotspots in their interfaces. According to our definition, in analogy to protein--protein interactions, putative hotspots contribute over 2 kcal/mol to the binding free energy. Our results show that the most stabilizing residues tend to occur in distinct clusters. About half of the clusters of conserved residues are in contact with DNA; the others are at the interfaces with proteins or between elements of the protein structures. Based on the properties of these clusters, we developed a classifier and were able to predict with high confidence clusters interacting with DNA. Our comprehensive analysis of the hotspots, conservation and their structural environments suggest that similar to protein cores and protein--protein interfaces, cooperativity plays an important role in protein--DNA interactions, while residue conservation can take place also at relatively less stabilizing positions. In particular, the most destabilizing mutations (top ∼5%) appear to be more conserved than nonhotspot residues and these residues occur more often in clusters of conserved residues.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn573/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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###### \[Supplementary Data\]

[^1]: Top *N* mutations in *smddg* data with highest values of ΔΔ*G* (most destabilizing mutant positions) are used to form the target data and the rest is the control. *N* top-ranked mutations were selected for each pair of rows and *N* varied from 10 to 50 (about 2--10% in the *smddg* data set). *\<X\>* stands for the mean value and *σ(X)* for the standard deviation of quantity *X*. All ΔΔ*G* values are in *kcal/mol* and conservation scores range from 0 to 1.

[^2]: Conservation score cutoff is 0.8, all conserved residues with at least one conserved neighbor are treated as conserved-clustered (CC), whereas conserved residues with no conserved neighbor are treated as conserved singlets (CS). Values in the brackets are the actual number of observations in the given category.

[^3]: Some mutations have different mutant residue for the same position; the ΔΔ*G* data have been averaged in such cases. CCR stands for clustered-conserved positions i.e. conserved residues occurring as part of a cluster.

[^4]: Nonconserved residues (NCR), conserved-residue singlets (CRS) and clustered conserved residues (CCR). *P*-values for (X/Y) are obtained using two-tailed students *t*-test on protein-wise distribution of *X* and *Y* in the data and indicate the probability that the two types of regions are similar. Some larger *P*-values, showing low statistical confidence are due to a small number of binding residues of that type in one or both regions compared. *N* refers to the total number of residues in a given category. Overall, there are 659 singlets and 5552 (about 8.4×) clustered-conserved residues and for the overall data all three pairs have statistically significant difference.

[^5]: Clusters in the DNA-interface (bind) and with no DNA contact (NB) significantly differ in their compositions. For example 71.7% of noninterface clusters have \<10% positively charged residues, whereas just 28.9% DNA-interface clusters have such low composition of positively charged residues. This difference in composition leads to statistically significant difference between DNA-interface and noninterface residues (see *P*-values), which could be used for prediction. Linear predictor using just four parameters of a cluster can identify DNA-interface clusters with high confidence. Residue classification: hydrophobic (Ala, Cys, Phe, Ile, Leu, Met, Pro, Val, Trp, Tyr*)*, hydrophilic (Gly, His, Asn, Gln, Ser, Thr), negatively charged (Asp, Glu), positively charged (Lys, Arg). Mean prediction scores on 10-fold validation, Sensitivity (true positive/actual positive): 87.3%, Specificity (true negative/actual negative): 67.3%.
